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A NEWSLETTER FOR OUR MEMBERS AND VOLUNTEERS
ASSOCIATION NEWS

A MESSAGE FROM OUR
CEO, HANK LEO
October traditionally marks beauty in Central New
York with our gorgeous, colorful scenery and a
renewal of sorts as school is underway, programs
begin, and members come back inside to exercise
and focus on health, preparing for the long winter. At
the Y, all of our programs are in full-swing: from
School Age Child Care, to swimming lessons,
basketball and volleyball leagues, indoor pickleball,
youth and teen nights.
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This month also marks a series of special events for us, including our upcoming
Prayer Brunch at New Beginnings Church, with our guests Pastor Charles
Garrison, Paralympic archer Sammi Tucker, Special Olympic icon Loretta
Claiborne, and musician Grandpa Elliott Small. This event on October 13 th, helps
us reflect on the Y’s roots and foundation as our organization was founded in
1844 in London, when 21 year old George Williams first brought troubled youth
off the streets and into Bible Study to help them escape from society’s risks. On
October 27th, the Y welcomes Mackenzie Brown, currently ranked number 13 in
the world in Archery and a US Olympian. Mackenzie will be visiting the Y’s
Character Development Through Archery Program’s students and parents at
Oneida Heritage from 9AM-12:00 PM.

A Message from Bridges, Pg 10

We are also fortunate to have recruited two new exceptional Board of Directors
members, Jennifer Hagen and Brad Waters. Jen is employed by the Girl Scouts
and is a longtime supporter of the Y, having worked as a volunteer on our Don
Connelly Determination Awards Celebration for three years. Brad’s family has
owned and operated the Rome Sentinel for decades. We are thankful they have
decided to select the Y as their charity of choice for serving as volunteers. The Y
would like to thank the former members of the Board of Trustees, who worked so
diligently over the years to manage and grow our endowment fund, which has
provided valuable support to our operations. This fund was created as the result
of those lifelong supporters of the Y who have passed away and left much
appreciated funds to the Y in their plans.

The Y thanks all of our members for their ongoing patronage to our facilities and
programs. We appreciate your choice of our services and thank you for being a
part of our family.

Hank Leo
CEO
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR ROME
YMCA MULTI TEAM LEADER,
BRUCE HAIRSTON.
The first day of Autumn was officially September 22nd. It
seems as though the change of season comes upon us faster
each year. After Labor Day there is a change in the air,
especially during the evening and night time hours. We go
from daylight lasting until 8-8:30, to making sure we get
home right after work to get the grass mowed before 7:00
pm.
At the Y we go through our own changes as fall approaches.
We change our programs to reflect people coming back
inside. We change our classes to reflect the more popular
classes during the fall and winter months, based off our
participant attendance sheets we use throughout the year.
We will be placing classes back on our Group X and Water
Aerobic schedules and adding new classes and times based
on member input and feedback.
We also have made significant changes in our Cardio Room
with the addition of nine (9) new pieces of equipment. This
specific area of the cardio room will be; our Intense Cardio
Wing! The equipment is new to our Y and I’m proud to say
we are one of the only fitness facilities to have some of these
pieces in the area. We’ve purchased two Versa Climbers, two
Hydro Rowers, two Stand Up Lateral Trainers, one
Recumbent Lateral Trainer and two new Power Mill Stair
Climbers. We are very excited about the new equipment and
we will continue to challenge our members with different
types of equipment and classes for working out.
For the kids we’ve purchased a Traverse Rock Climbing Wall,
which is located in the Interactive Room, for 5-12 years olds.
We will be offering a number of youth clinics this fall, so
stayed tuned for those. We are also making some changes
to our Youth and Teen Night Programs that should improve
the quality of those programs.
As you can see, as the seasons change, so do things at the
Y! October 1-7th is our Open House week where people can
come and try the Y and all we offer, free of charge. Please
share this with your family and friends so they can see all the
changes we’ve made and become a part of this wonderful
community organization.
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A MESSAGE FROM OUR
ONEIDA FAMILY YMCA
MULTI TEAM LEADER,
STEPHANIE NEFF

Thank you to all of our facilities staff that
worked so hard to make these changes happen and to the donors who made this happen
and believe so much in the work that we do.

Fall is in full swing at the Oneida Family YMCA!
We are gearing up for our busy season at the Y
and have enjoyed seeing many new faces as the
weather begins to turn a bit colder. Membership, programs and services are on the rise and
we are excited to again be updating the facility
for member satisfaction.
Several new programs are being offered to focus on connecting members to one another and
supporting relationships. Everyone needs a
healthy support system and essentially, friendships. New adult programs include Support
Groups for loved ones of those with Alzheimer’s
and Dementia, Coffee & Social Hour for Adults
and two Bible Study programs per week. You
may notice around the Oneida YMCA facility that
there are several new spaces for seating, board
games and general places to stop and visit. We
encourage our members to get to know each
other, make connections, build a support network. Life is better when you experience it with
others.
After years of leaky shower heads, broken handles, chipped tiles and general shower issues,
we have finally been able to make major plumbing upgrades in our locker rooms! During our
recent pool shutdown, the ladies and men’s
locker rooms received new shower heads, handles, automatic flush toilets, faucets, regrouting, a deep cleaning and more! We were
especially thankful to be able to repaint and replace the lighting, mirrors and décor in the
women’s locker rooms and the men’s room will
soon be following. These changes have made
our facility feel brighter, cleaner and overall a
nicer place to be. We are excited to bring these
changes to our members.

As we look ahead to the Fall season, we are
excited for more facility change, member opportunities and programs. Keep on the lookout for the new Kids Fun Zone, Mirrors in the
Multi-Purpose Room, expanded Archery programs, special guest speakers and more!
Welcome to the Fun Zone!
The Oneida Family YMCA is excited to debut
our Fun Zone! Get ready to climb, bounce
and scoot around in our newly renovated racquetball court, dedicated to fun and fitness
for kids! The new play space will be featuring indoor climbing bars, rock wall, scooters,
bouncy balls, play mats a colorful mural by
Michael Weismore from CNY Murals and
more! We can’t wait to unveil the finished
product during Open House on October 1st!
This new space will create a whole new opportunity for kids to be active, have fun and
make friends at the Y!
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE
ONEIDA

ROME, WESTMORELAND, AND NEW HARTFORD

SITE HIGHLIGHT FOR ROME SACC

The children & staff participating in
morning circle warm-up exercise!

Camp Silver Arrow (Oneida YMCA) had 9
weeks packed full of fun and adventure.
The children were busy creating memories
and learning new things. They traveled to
some of the local beaches to spend the
day, the Utica Zoo came to visit us and we
traveled to imaginary places to take in the
scenery. They even had some aliens come
visit during the Space Station Vacation
week.

Children (L to R): Amani Troy, Taniyah Outten,
Desaraya Outten, Arianny Mauther, Lillian Mauther, & Rudy Jones
Staff: Ryan McCarthy

Ben Lein and Channing Corbin playing tag

Campers and staff doing to cha-cha slide!

Before & after school programming is off
and running at the Oneida YMCA. Oneida
currently has 6 sites running in the afternoon and 1 site running in the morning.
The children are enjoying character development activities, arts and crafts and science projects. As the weeks go on and
more children have homework the sites will
be working on helping children with their
homework so they can stay on the right
path. The children are working hard to
make sure they are upholding the YMCA
core values.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Amanuel Mellace thanks the Y for helping him make Varsity team
Amanuel Mellace, age 12, made the RFA Varsity Soccer team this year and credits the Teen
Strength and Conditioning program run by Blase Pachura as a big part of it. When asked
about how the program helped him Amanuel had this to say, “it taught me what to eat before
to better preform and what to eat after to better recover…I went from not being able to do a
pull up, to being able to do a pull up with weights attached to me. Every week I could feel
myself getting stronger”. Outside of the Varsity Soccer team Amaneul is also part of 2 regional development programs for soccer, the Olympic development program and global premier
soccer, both of which are one step under the National Development programs for USA soccer,
which he has dreams of playing for in the 2026 World Cup.

Rome YMCA Teen Basketball League
A continued tradition at the Rome Y, the Teen Basketball League lets Junior High and High
School students play organized basketball if they don’t make their school teams. Funded
through the Rome City School District, students are able to play with and against their friends
as they are coached by volunteers who want to help them develop their skills. Through the
funding the Y is also able to provide game jerseys and official high school referees to help
create a competitive and safe environment. The season begins in November where participants are put through a “try-out” while coaches evaluate the players in an effort to keep the
teams as balanced as possible while league games start in December and run for 8 weeks finishing off with a single elimination playoff. Last year we had 8 teams play in the league, 7
YMCA teams and a team from the House of Good Shepard, with about 80 students playing. As
we grow the league we are in search of new coaches every year so if you or someone you
know is interested in coaching feel free to reach out to Nick for more information!
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HEALTHY LIVING

SPLASH FIT
Instructor Karen Martin
S- SURPRISE- than an hour of water exercise can go by so quickly while having so much fun.
P- PASSION- you’ll develop a boundless enthusiasm for water aerobics, eagerly looking forward to
each class for fitness and fun.
L- LIFE- we only have one here on earth… come enjoy... And be a part of the YMCA family.
A- ASPIRE- take time for yourself. Commit to a goal of better health for you and your loved ones.
S- SPIRTUAL- believe it or not, the water workout can even take your mind off your problems- even if
for only one hour. Don’t forget the thank God for all of your blessings.
H- HEALTH- the ultimate goal of the Splash Fit class is to improve health no matter the age and to stay
socially active by meeting with friends and making new friends.
F- FUN- when in the pool gravity is greatly diminished, thus allowing for greater flexibility for all bodies.
Water exercise allows for easier movement unlike land exercise. Of course you have fun with all the
other YMCA members.
I- INFORMATION- in the Splash Fit I share a brief bit of medical research in what I call “a golden
nugget”. I share this information to inspire commitment by the vast array of heath benefits gained by
exercise in the water.
T-TUNES- this class has background music of various types to encourage and inspire members. The
types of music that are played include jazz, contemporary, and oldies. All music played take the normal
exercise to an exciting experience.
All are welcome! No sign ups required
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HEALTHY LIVING

Thank You” to the Rome YMCA
Aquatic’s program!!

Swim lessons for the under 3 years old
For a person there are
few skills as important
as the capability to
swim. Having the ability and desire to learn
to swim at a young age
is an excellent skill that
will benefit both the
parent and child. Studies have shown that
swimming improves the strength of children’s heart as
well as their lungs, and helps to develop their brain. The
opportunity to learn to swim with your parent in the pool
is a truly wonderful experience that will create lasting
memories for you and your child.
The Rome Family YMCA offers swim lessons at all levels
beginning at six months old. The YMCA offers a 93 degree pool for children under the age of 3 to learn valuable
swimming skills along with their mom or dad in what we
call Shrimp Swim Level. One parent to several swim lesson students said “The younger your child is when they
start taking swim lessons, the more comfortable they will
be in the water”. Another mother said “we miss the opportunity to watch our children gain knowledge daily when
we send them to school. But when you participate in
Shrimp Level Swim Lessons, you get to witness your child
developing life skills every time you get into the pool together.” Shrimp Swim Lessons is a once a week commitment that will show your child that physical activity is fun.
Joining swim lessons is easy and affordable only $25
members rate for six week session. To join attend one of
the following times October 29th at 4:30pm – 6:30pm or
November 3rd at 10am- 12pm for a short swim assessment. The next session of all swim lesson levels runs from
November 5th until December 22nd. See you all in the
pool!

Over the past
couple of decades, scuba lessons have been
taught at the
Rome YMCA.
This relationship
was originally
devleoped by
Dave Hinman of Delta Divers. While Delta Divers
stopped providing instruction, independent scuba
instructors Gary Bustos and I (Andy Beach) have
continued scuba instruction over the past several
years. The Y’s pool has allowed many people the
opportunity to try out scuba diving via the Discover Scuba program, and many others to be
come fully certified divers. These students have
gone on to be recreatioinal divers visiting many
parts of the world’s oceans, commercial divers,
Marine Biology majors, and/or parts of our
Armed Services, Unlike the larger dive facilities
in other cities, our philosophy has been on safety
first, and fun a close second. Because we are not
focused on the bottom line, we are able to spend
more time with our students which makes them
better divers. I’ve watched other divers during
open waters (final certification dives in Alexandria Bay), and I truely believe that our student’s
skills surpass those of other recently certified
students. This has been partly the result of continued cooperation between instructor’s and the
Y’s Aquatics Program Director Christina Twogood
and the Y’s Multi-Team Leader Bruce Hairston. I
would also like to extend a huge “Thank You” to
the many lifeguards who have watched over us.
While the YMCA has asked us to leave the facility
over the Y’s tax-exempt status concerns, we are
developing a new business model that will allow
us to still provide instruction in the Rome/Utica
area. For more information, you may contact
Andy at (315) 796-8216, Gary at (315) 7623114, or check out our web page at adkdiving@yahoo.com. Again, Thank you to everyone
at the Rome YMCA!
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
A few important items to share with you in regards to the Oneida Y. First and foremost, our long
-time Aquatics Team Leader, Colleen Herzog, has announced her retirement as of October 18,
2018. Colleen has been a true leader within our branch, building the Aquatics Department on
safety and quality programming. We are a pillar of safe and quality aquatics in our community
and this is due to Colleen’s dedication to the Y throughout her career. She will be greatly missed
and these principles she has built will be carried on long after she is gone.
We have hired a new Aquatics Team Leader, Ryan Nester, a Program Coordinator at Swim RVA
Fitness in Richmond, Virginia. Ryan is new to the Oneida area and we are excited to have him
join our team. Ryan will be working with Colleen over the course of the next few weeks to become acquainted and carry on her tradition of quality programming and incorporate his new ideas and style to our Y.
Ryan will be joining us this Friday at our Key Leaders meeting and I look forward to having him
join our YMCA family! He will be a great asset to our team!
Ryan has shared a little about himself to help everyone get to know him as well..
“I've always been a fish to water. Not being very popular in school (or at least not for the right
reasons), summer time and swimming was my great equalizer. As a kid, I knew swimming as
the time to enjoy the feeling of a good cannonball or dive. It was when I made the most friends
and had the most fun as a child.
In college I began learning competitive swimming in earnest, and again, I saw it was when I
made the most friends and enjoyed my time on campus the most. Now, I knew swimming as the
best exercise of them all. I rode a bike everywhere in NYC, but I still had the itch to swim for
exercise. It wasn't long before I became a Lifeguard during the summer, and not long after that
when I was asked to teach kids how to swim.
I make sure every student, young or old, knows how much fun they can have in the water
regardless of swimming ability. For a kid, it's the closest they'll ever come to flying around like
a real superhero.
For the adults, it's a zero impact, full range of motion exercise that takes the pain away. For
me, it's knowing that the water is just a catalyst for something to be proud of to inspire the next
young swimmer, or showing an adult all the possibilities for helping with joint pains or working
that hard to reach muscle group.
There are very few things that can reach so many people on so many levels, and I'm very excited to be able to show and help others reach their goals with something as fun as swimming!”
-Ryan Nester
Welcome aboard Ryan and best wishes to Colleen in the next chapter!

The Oneida Family YMCA has created a social interaction space for Active older adults.
Engaging in activities that stimulate the brain may not only be fun, they may help ward off the
risk of Alzheimer’s disease!
Individuals who engage in activities such as doing crosswords or playing checkers or any sort of
brain interactions are less likely to have memory impairment. This is available for members and
non members and we encourage you to bring a friend as well!
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Win this bench at our upcoming Prayer Brunch where we will recognize Ella, her
family and others who inspire us!
All proceeds from the bench sales will go to support Ella and her family in their fight
against Childhood Cancer.
Tickets available at the Oneida Family YMCA and the Prayer Brunch!

Ella Rae is 2 1/2 years old, daughter of parents Ashley and Mike Ryan of New Hartford. Ella
was diagnosed with A.L.L. (Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia) in March of 2018. Since then, she
has been receiving chemotherapy regularly. This summer she had very intensive bouts of
chemo. She spent four weeks at Golisano Children's Hospital at the Upstate Cancer Center in
Syracuse. She would alternate between a week at the hospital and a week at home resting. The first week started July 2nd, and the last week ended August 17th. Ella has been responding nicely to the treatment. Of course, there have been a few setbacks. For instance,
she is in the small percentage of children who will not eat during treatment, so she has to be
fed through a tube (and has been since April). Obviously, chemotherapy is incredibly hard on
the body and she has to deal with the harsh side effects. However, we continue to look forward to Ella hitting her numbers and beating this disease.
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A MESSAGE FROM BRIDGES, A
COMMUNITY PARTNER

The

LOCAL STUDENTS CELEBRATE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKE OUT
Great American Smoke Out was November 17th and
students from Chittenango Middle School educated
their school on the reasons why so many people take up
smoking.
"The tobacco industry is trying their hardest to attract new
customers," said Sheila Leamer, Health Teacher and Reality
Check advisor. "Unfortunately, they are advertising their
deadly product in stores where kids shop. Young people
should be able to walk into a store without being
bombarded by marketing for a product they are too young
to purchase."
Reality Check works to reduce youth exposure to tobacco
marketing on stores and one screen. The students involved
in this program aim for a healthier community.
"I wanted to be a part of this program because I want to encourage people to stop smoking or never
begin in the first place," said Riley Ellis, eighth-grader at Chittenango Middle school.
Students agree that tobacco marketing is prolific in stores where they shop and in movies they watch.
They are fighting to put an end to this. Students set up a table inside the lunch room, catching their
peers as they headed to lunch to talk to them about the meaning of the Great American Smoke Out.
Students signed letters encouraging local elected officials to protect young people from tobacco
marketing and secondhand smoke.
There is still a lot of work to be done. According to the most recent Morbidity and Mortality Report,
found at www.CDC.gov, 15 percent of adults are still smoking. We know that 90 percent of current
smokers begin before their eighteenth birthday and these young activists are fighting to make sure kids
never pick up this deadly habit.

For more information about Reality Check, visit www.realitycheckofny.com to find your
local chapter.
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